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WEEKLY REVIEW 

Germany’s car sales fall 3.6%  
Just as it looked like the bad news about European car sales was finally in the past Germany 

announced new car sales dropped 3.6% in April compared to April 2013. As Europe’s largest 

market this is not good news particularly given the fact that a lot of new car sales in Germany 

are still self-registrations. However the 7.5% fall over March 2014 is still much better than the 

traditional 14% March to April fall seen in the five years leading up to the credit crisis and you 

also need to consider that Easter was in April this year unlike in 2013. Overall it would seem 

that whilst this little drop is unwelcome it is just a blip on the German road to recovery 
http://www.reuters.com/article/2014/05/05/germany-autos-idUSL6N0NR0YL20140505  

Car sales rise for 26th month in the UK 
Meanwhile the UK car market saw yet another month of increasing sales, up 8.2% in April 

and 12.5% YTD over 2013. This means UK car sales have now been rising by an average 

9% a month for 26 straight months and it has prompted the SMMT to raise its full year 

forecast to be in line with our own estimates of 2.4m. To put this in perspective this is a level 

last seen in 2007 and just 7% shy of the all-time UK record of 2.58m recorded in 2003. The 

problem is if sales continue to rise at this rate, pushed by very high incentives, we are 

looking at a very real risk of an overheated market. 
http://www.reuters.com/article/2014/05/07/britain-autos-smmt-idUSL6N0NT2NB20140507  

28.7% rise in new car sales in Spain 
But despite us heading towards the summer an overheated car market is not something you 

could accuse the Spanish market 

of becoming despite another 

phenomenal rise in April 

(+28.7%). Spain has now been 

rising by an average of 20% per 

month for 8 straight months 

however even our own full year 

forecast of circa 840,000 car 

sales this year is just 51% of its 

pre-crisis levels. 

Across the big 5 markets April car sales rose 4.1% with YTD volumes up 6.8% 
http://www.reuters.com/article/2014/05/05/europe-carsales-spain-idUSE8N0L700T20140505  
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European big 5 car sales up 4.1% in April 

Despite Germany falling into the red last month the growth across the other four markets 
kept Europe heading in an upward direction despite Easter falling into April this year. 
Lancia face an uncertain future and so does Norway as the oil boom ends sooner than 
expected putting question marks over some of the benefits it currently offers like the heavy 
subsidisation of electric vehicles. 
Meanwhile what does Godzilla and Fiat have in common. 
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If you know of anyone else who would like to receive this review then do send us their details 

or ask them to sign up via our website. 
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WEEKLY REVIEW 

Turkey’s car sales fall 27.6% 
Moving to the European border and the news was not so good in Turkey where vehicle sales 

dropped 27.6%.in April and 25.5% YTD. 
http://www.reuters.com/article/2014/05/06/turkey-autos-idUSI7N0MO02M20140506  

Fall in Australian car sales due to Easter break 
Moving to our furthest offices in Australia and according to the Australian Federal Chamber 

of Automotive Industries' VFACTS report the 5.2% fall in new vehicle sales was due to the 

reduction in selling days caused by the Easter break. As if to highlight some of the 

differences between markets whilst in Europe we see strong demand for small cars in 

Australia passenger cars fell 8.9% with most of the losses attributed to falls in the small car 

segments. 
http://www.reuters.com/article/2014/05/05/australia-economy-vehicleregistrations-idUSL3N0NR03R20140505  

Ownership restrictions boost car sales in China 
Jumping over to China and the potential increase in cities implementing vehicle ownership 

restrictions to reduce congestion and pollution resulted in a pull forward of consumer 

purchases which pushed passenger vehicle sales up 13% last month. So far six cities have 

imposed quotas with many more municipalities considering similar restrictions. 
http://www.bloomberg.com/news/2014-05-09/china-car-sales-climb-13-as-restrictions-spur-demand.html  

London to be the HQ for Fiat Chrysler  
Back in Europe and Fiat CEO Sergio Marchionne confirmed this week that not only would 

the UK be the tax base for the new Fiat Chrysler group but London would also be its 

headquarters with his board and his own offices being based there. 
http://www.bloomberg.com/news/2014-05-08/marchionne-says-london-to-have-fiat-chrysler-headquarters.html  

Uncertain future for Lancia 
Marchionne also announced his five year plan this week with plans to more than double 

global sales by 2018 for a number of brands including Jeep jumping 259%, Chrysler boosting 

sales by 229% whilst Fiat is set to increase sales by 127%. Whilst Marchionne outlined 

ambitious plans almost across the board, including investing heavily in a stand-alone Alfa 

Romeo brand, Lancia was virtually left in the dark with a brief mention of plans to 

“Reorganize the network coherently with Lancia becoming an Italy driven brand”. Whilst 

many are speculating that this confirms Lancia as retrenching back to Italy where does this 

leave those selling the brand in France which accounted for almost 7% of last year’s Lancia 

sales as well as Germany, Belgium and Spain who sold around 2.2% each last year. 

Uncertainty is never good news in this industry and it normally results in people shying away 

from the product as both a new and used offering. 
http://www.reuters.com/article/2014/05/06/fiatchrysler-idUSL6N0NS4R520140506  

Norway facing the end of oil boom 
It is not just Lancia traders facing an uncertain future either. Norway is looking toward a 

future without its huge oil revenues, which accounts for a fifth of Norway's economy, as its 

energy boom is tailing off years ahead of analyst expectations. Thanks to some canny saving 

nobody is expecting a sharp and sudden decline in Norway’s fortunes however its generous 

benefits system and very high wage rates have created a very imbalanced economy and it 

may need to consider taking steps to rebalance the books if it is to avoid a repeat of the 

situation in Finland after Nokia lost its way in the mobile phone sector. 
http://www.reuters.com/article/2014/05/08/norway-economy-idUSL3N0NH2UY20140508  
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Uber strike planned by London taxis 
Talking of facing an alternative future and the US based private hire firm Uber, which uses 

an app to allow customer to order lifts from self-employed drivers using their own cars, is 

facing a backlash in Europe as it tries to break into the market. 10,000 London taxi drivers 

plan to protest at an as yet undefined London landmark in June whilst cars using the app in 

Belgium face a €10,000 fine. A court in Berlin banned taxis from using the app, although the 

injunction wasn’t enforced and French President Francois Hollande imposed a pick-up delay 

on Uber which was struck down by the constitutional court. 
http://www.bloomberg.com/news/2014-05-08/london-taxis-plan-10-000-car-protest-over-uber-ride-sharing-app.html  

Mercedes sales ban overturned by French courts 
Another government action struck down in the French courts this week was the ban on 

certain Mercedes models for refusing to use a new controversial air-conditioning refrigerant. 
http://europe.autonews.com/article/20140505/ANE/140509910/french-court-overturns-mercedes-sales-ban?cciid=email-ane-

blast&r=1884G9220467G1V  

Nokia to invest $100 million in connected car companies 
Whilst Nokia’s slip from mobile phone handset dominance created a financial nightmare for 

Finland the funds it generated from selling the remains of that business to Microsoft has 

enabled it to announce a $100 million plan to invest in companies developing intelligent-car 

technologies. Nokia is already a sizeable player in the maps business and accurate mapping 

technology is a key part of the drive to develop autonomous vehicles making this 

announcement a sensible and sound move. 
http://europe.autonews.com/article/20140505/ANE/140509919/nokia-invests-100-million-in-car-connectivity?cciid=email-ane-

daily&r=1884G9220467G1V  

Fancy an Italian meal tonight? 
And finally with Fiat Chrysler in the news so much this week it seems appropriate to end with 

their latest advert which sees a ferocious but picky Godzilla wreaking havoc through the 

streets whilst choosing to only eat Fiat models. Would sir like parmesan cheese with that? 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QKpzU2GSVC0  


